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Introduction
Laser forming was first reported and subsequently used in the 

1980s; after this, laser material processes became widespread in 
many applications [1]. Laser forming is recommended for accurate 
and controlled bending, as well as, for the prevention of defects that 
may occur during conventional forming methods; such as thinning, 
wrinkling, spring back and cross-section distortion [2]. Moreover, laser 
forming is a thermo-mechanical forming process that can be used to 
realize more complex shapes without the application of external forces 
or dies [1]. The specimen is irradiated by a laser beam to produce rapid 
localized heating and followed by free cooling once the laser is turned off 
or moved to next zone [3]. The heated area experiences wall thickening 
and compressive plastic deformation due to thermal expansion that is 
constrained by the unheated material; as a result, the irradiated material 
will undergo a shortening in the axial of the specimen’s direction, 
in this case forcing it to bend towards the laser source [4]. Laser 
forming is a complex process that involves more than one nonlinear 
phenomenon [5]. Recently, there are many crucial applications that 
utilize laser forming in different fields, such as aerospace, automation, 
heat exchangers and shipbuilding [6]. There are three significant 
categories of parameters involved in laser forming. The first would be 
material specification parameters, such as coefficient of absorption, 
thermal expansion coefficient, the density and specific heat, as well as, 
the mechanical properties such as the yield stress, Young’s modulus, 
and Poisson’s ratio. The second is laser parameters such as wavelength, 
laser power, laser beam diameter and feed rate or scanning speed. The 
third include geometric parameters, such as sheet dimensions or tube 
diameter and thickness, depending on the specimen’s shape [7]. In 
order to understand the behavior of laser forming, one must grasp the 
key elements that control the process trends and the metal deformation 
by analyzing the three main mechanisms of the laser forming process 
[8].

Laser Forming Mechanisms
Temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) 

TGM is a common mechanism used to bend sheet metal towards 
a laser light source. The situations for the temperature gradient 
mechanism are energy parameters that lead to a steep temperature 
gradient across the sheet thickness [9]; as shown in Figure 1a. 
Furthermore, TGM can be used to bend sheets and is typically realized 
when the laser beam diameter that incidents on the specimen surface 
are almost equal to or larger than the sheet thickness [10,11] (Figure 1). 

The scanning speed should be relatively fast when the thermal 
conductivity of the material is high in order to maintain the temperature 
gradient during the bending process [12]. Moreover, different thermal 
expansions generate different thermal strains on the adjacent layers 
of the material. The elastic expansion changes to plastic deformation 
because the heated metal faces a restricting force from the unheated 
material [13]. Several researchers had focused their efforts on creating 
an analytical model to estimate the value of the bending angle. The 
conclusions were that the most crucial material parameters affecting 
the process are the thermal expansion coefficient and heat capacity 
[14].
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Buckling mechanism (BM)

Generally, BM is used to bend thin sheets and tubes with a 
small temperature gradient through the material thickness, which is 
negligible [15]. Moreover, the laser beam diameter is much greater than 
the material’s thickness, and in some cases, by a factor of ten. This is to 
allow more energy to penetrate the material [16]. Hence, the scanning 
speed should be slower than the TGM’s case in order to achieve a 
uniform distribution of temperature in the direction of thickness. Due 
to thermal expansion, elastic buckling takes place, followed by plastic 
deformation which causes the formation of a convex [17]. BM, as seen 
in Figure 1b, is recommended for the production of complex shapes 
with three-dimensional profiles [18]. An analytical model was used 
to express the relationship between the bending angle and the main 
effective parameters in the bending process for thin sheets and tubes. 
This review focuses on tube bending, and the analytical model will be 
clarified in the following subsections. 

Upsetting mechanism (UM)

Some researchers regard the UM as a part of BM because the 
conditions are similar, such as the laser beam diameter and scanning 
speed; however, the material geometry increases in thickness and 
its section modulus changes [19]. UM is applied when there is 
no temperature gradient via the material thickness, as shown in 
Figure 1c. The thermal expansion in the heated area is incapable of 
generating enough stress to bend the specimen; accordingly, the plastic 
compressive stress is restricted from the unheated area. The material 
cools after the laser spot moves, which shortens the specimen due to 
the increasing thickness of the heated area [20]. 

Laser Forming Investigation Methods
The methods employed to study the forming process can be 

classified into experimental and simulation via analytical or finite 
element analyses. However, the experimental results are true only for 
the investigated cases. The analytical case can be more specific, while 
the finite element simulation agrees with the experimental results [21]. 

Experimental method

Generally, the experimental method is the used in the initial 
attempts to examine any phenomena that accompany any new method 
or technique as a point of reference. Hennige et al. [22] conducted 

experimental investigations on laser bending using TGM by the CO2 
laser system with the power of 815 W and path feed rate of 33.3 m/s 
to irradiated mild steel (St14/SAE), the investigations shows that an 
improvement of working accuracy in laser bending can be achieved by 
a closed loop control of the process. Lawrence et al. [23] utilized a high-
powered diode laser to bend mild steel and induced a bending angle, 
which increased with an increasing number of irradiations and high 
laser powers. Gollo et al. [24] applied the Nd-Yag laser with the power 
of 500 W to experimentally and numerically study the temperature 
distribution in a sheet of mild steel. The numerical and experimental 
results are relatively in good agreement. The increase in laser power 
led to an increase in bending angle. Liu et al. [25] elaborated upon 
the mechanism of the laser bending of tube parts and experimentally 
studied the process parameters. The results indicated that the bending 
angle increases when the laser power increases and the scanning speed 
decreases.

Analytical method

An analytical model is another method that can be used to 
understand the bending process and control the parameters to 
predict the results [26]. There are two aspects of the process that 
must be calculated: the temperature field, and the stresses due to the 
temperature field. The plastic flow during laser heating is a complex 
phenomenon, thus, the researchers focused on finding an analytical 
model to represent the TGM process. Within this direction and 
orientation, Shen and Vollertsen [27], in their review, referred to the 
expression that was derived based on a two-layer model for TGM to 
elucidate the best condition for line laser forming of sheet metals. It 
depends on material properties, specimen geometry and laser beam 
specifications, which can be represented as:

αb=(3αthPA)/(ρcpvs2 )                     (1)

where αb is the bending angle, αth is the coefficient of thermal expansion 
of the workpiece, P is the laser power, A is the absorption coefficient, ρ 
is the density, cp is the specific heat capacity, v is the velocity and s are 
the sheet thickness. Yau et al. [28] added the counter-bending influence 
(which mean that the workpiece initially bends to opposite direction of 
laser source) in order to provide an explanation for some of the purely 
elastic straining. This modification resulted in two equations: one for 
the counter-bending angle which occurs at the heat cycle, and one for 
the bending angle at the end of the cooling cycle. The ultimate equation 
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Figure 1: Types of laser forming mechanisms: (a) Temperature Gradient Mechanism (TGM), (b) Buckling Mechanism (BM) and (c) Upsetting Mechanism 
(UM) [11].
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for the bending angle counting the temperature field equation in Yau’s 
model is: 

αb=((2lαth PA )/(2ρcpvs2 )) -(36lY/sE)                      (2)

where l is the heated zone half-length, E is Young’s modulus and 
Y is the yield stress. Cheng and Lin [29] proposed and developed an 
analytical model to assess the angle formed by a laser, which is produced 
during the heating and cooling processes; thereby, reducing the average 
error for this model to 0.082°. Moreover, Cheng et al. [30] studied the 
experimental, analytical and numerical methods to realize the bending 
mechanism and the effect of parameters on the process specifications of 
varying thickness plates. Hence, the assessing the thermo-mechanical 
behavior for the processing, according to the heating of the material 
and uneven stresses and strains generated.

Numerical method

Currently, computer science is undergoing tremendous 
development in both information quality and processing speed. Laser 
forming is a complex thermo-mechanical process, and the specimen’s 
temperature, specifications, and dimensions are a function of time 
and direction, depending on the variables. Hence, numerical analysis 
is suitable for modeling the process and explaining the behavior 
during forming with sufficient software packages, such as ANSYS and 
ABAQUS. Li and Yao [31] studied the strain rate effects, which are 
temperature dependent, and a ‘‘constant peak temperature’’ method 
was developed with the help of numerical modeling and solution. 
Moreover, Kyrsanidi et al. [32] numerically simulated the bending and 
formation of the sine-shaped plates. He proposed a new algorithm that 
can calculate the temperature, depending on time, stress and strain, 
as well as, predict the final form of steel plates. The numerical results 
were then validated by using the experimental results conducted by 
the CO2 laser with 3 kW. In their study, Lok and Hideki [33] proposed 
a new method to calculate the 3D temperature distribution during 
laser forming by utilizing the Quasi-Monte Carlo integration. This 
improved the calculation speed to 1 hour instead of 36 hours in FEM. 
Shi et al. [8] reported a numerical study for the laser forming of plates 
by employing two laser beams scanning simultaneously along two 
parallel lines. They demonstrated that plastic deformation is larger 
compared to when using one scanning laser. Wang et al. [34] simulated 
the process of laser bending, and the FEM software ANSYS was applied 
to predict the stress-strain and heat temperature fields. Safari [35] 
numerically examined the effects of the laser and material, as well 
as, the geometrical parameters on the laser bending process by using 
the ABAQUS software. The results illustrated that the bending angle 
increases with increasing laser power and decreases with increasing 
scanning speed, sheet thickness, and beam diameter. Moslemi Naeini 
et al. [36] investigated the process of line-type heating by a laser using 
analytical and experimental methods. The analyses were performed in a 
commercial package of the ANSYS software. Coordinate Measurement 
Machine (CMM) was employed to measure the bending angle. The 
most affected factor on the bending angle is the thickness of the sheet 
metal. Chen and Xu [37] performed a fully 3D finite element analysis 
to simulate the thermo-elasto-plastic deformation process during 
laser forming. The computational and experimental results were in 
excellent agreement. Jamil et al. have presents experimental results and 
a 3D finite element model for simulation of laser micro-tubes bending 
process. The numerical model was used to study the effect of bending 
control parameters; laser power, pulse length and initial displacement 
at the tube’s free end on output properties; temperature, bending 
angle, ovality, and bulging was successfully demonstrated by varying 
the. A commercial finite element analysis software package ANSYSs 

was used to develop the model. Temperature-dependent thermal and 
mechanical properties were considered in the analysis [38]. 

Laser Tube Bending (LTB)
Laser tube bending is a promising approach for producing 

specified shapes of curved tubes, which can be applied in numerous 
artificial applications; such as boilers, engines, heat exchangers and 
air conditioners. Moreover, it can be used to overcome the defects 
associated with conventional bending methods such as wrinkling, wall 
thinning, springbuck and cross-sectional distortion [2]. The geometry 
of the tube has made the laser forming process more complicated. 
Hence, research was conducted to understand and standardize the 
behavior of the process mechanisms.

Principle of laser tube bending

Laser tube bending is similar to the heat treatment process, where 
the surface temperature of the material must be less than the melting 
point. There are several nonlinear phenomena accompanying this 
process such as temperature, microstructure Figure 2 [39], and stress 
field changes; all of which are significantly correlated [1]. Hao and Li 
[40] proposed a new analytical model to determine the bending angle 
and study the effects of the significant parameters. Circular tube with 
circumferential scanning was used, as shown in Figure 2, where the 
tube rotates on its axial axis around 180° and the laser light is defocused 
on the tube surface with the laser beam diameter being much larger 
than the tube’s thickness. The heated area experiences wall thickening 
and compressive plastic deformation due to thermal expansion 
limitation by the unheated material. When the laser source is turned 
off, the material shrinks on its heated surface part. This results in the 
shortening of the irradiated material in the axial direction of the tube, 
which forces it to bend towards the laser source [41]. Guan et al. used 
the finite element simulation method process is combined with the 
genetic algorithms and laser bending of tubes process is enhanced based 
on different objection functions [42]. During the bending process, heat 
is generated due to strain energy, but it is very small compared to the 
input laser beam energy, which makes it negligible.

Analytical modelling of laser tube bending

There are two analytical models that control laser tube bending: 
the thermal model and the mechanical model that involves stress 
converted to plastic strain to produce a bending angle. Moreover, there 
are other aspects of the thermal model related to the temperature field 
caused by a laser beam, assuming uniform thermal conductivity and 
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Figure 2: Laser tube bending circumferential scanning scheme.
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the temperature of the heat source acting in a quasi-steady method. 
Hence, the temperature can be determined from [41]:

T (z, t)=(2(1-R)F/k)(St/π)1/2) ierfc (z/2(kt) 1/2)                  (3) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, F is the heat flux at the spot’s center, 
ierfc is the integral complementary error function, R is the reflectivity, S 
is the material diffusivity, z is the material thickness and t is the heating 
time. To determine the temperature on the material surface when z=0, 
the eqn. (4) needs to be:

T (0, t)=(2(1-R) F/k) (St/ π)1/2                  (4) 

where k is the thermal conductivity coefficient and S is the thermal 
diffusivity coefficient. 

Laser intensity is F= P/A, where P is the laser power and A is the 
heating area, which can be written as:

A=π Dl/2 

where D is the tube diameter and l is the laser beam diameter. The 
heat loss from the specimen per unit area W/m2 is either the result of 
convection [43]:

qc=hc (Ts-Ta)                      (5) 

where hc is the coefficient of convection heat transfer, Ts is the tube 
surface temperature and Ta is air temperature. 

Or radiation, which can be expressed as:

qr=5.67×108 ε(Ts
4- Ta

4)                     (6)

where ε is the surface Emissivity [43].

The laser heats the material surface and induces plastic compressive 
strains. From Figure 3, there are two forces, F, exerted inversely 
from each other between the heated and unheated material, where 
laser scanning only takes place on the upper portion of the tube 
circumference and in the axial direction [40].

The strain on the scanning area is:

εs=-∆Tα/2 + F/SE                       (7)

where S is the area of the section of the half tube, and E is Young's 
modulus of the material.

The strain of the un-scanned portion is:

εus=- F/SE                       (8) 

The angle bend can be found from:

θ=(π l/4D)[∆Tα-2(√2 -1) σy/E]                      (9)

where l is the length of the heated region, and the laser beam diameter, 
D, can be considered as the tube diameter, while σy is the yield stress of 
the material [40].

The heat energy generated by the laser for bending is:

E=Pηυt’                    (10)

where P is the laser power, η is the absorption coefficient, υ is the ratio 
of the heating power to the input power and t’ is the time period of the 
laser scan. 

From the above, the laser tube bending angle is:

θ=(π l/2D)[( Pηυα/ωDltρc)-(√2 -1) σy/E]                (11) 

where ω is the angular scanning speed, ρ is the density of the material 
and c is the specific heat of the material [40-13]. Imhan et al. are modify 
and enhance Hao and Li analytical by taken into account the effects of 
material specifications changes during laser tube bending due to the 
temperature rise and using Particle Swarm optimization to optimize 
the analytical and experimental results to reduce the mean absolute 
error [44].

Numerical simulation of laser tube bending

Simulation of the laser tube bending process is complex and 
difficult, as it involves numerous variables such as the heat flux of the 
laser beam, temperature distribution in the tube elements, changes 
in material properties and the influence of thermal strain on tube 
deformation. This was what Zhang and Liu [45] mentioned when they 
simulated the laser rectangular tube bending by developing a finite 
element model. Li and Yao [46] applied the nonlinear analysis in the 
model of the finite element analysis (FEA) due to the characteristics 
of the laser bending process of tubes such as cross-section ovalisation, 
wall thickness variation, bending radius and asymmetry. The 
numerical results were experimentally verified by utilizing the CO2 
laser system with a maximum power of 1.5 kW. Gaussian distribution 
of power density was employed; TEM00 (Transverse Electromagnetic 
Mode). Majed et al. [47] proposed the FEM numerical simulation in 
ABAQUS. Three-dimensional heat-transfer elements and eight nodes 
DC3D8 were performed. The numerical results were validated by using 
the experimental results of the pulsed Nd-Yag laser. Jamil et al. [48] 
simulated the laser bending of the stainless steel tube and compared 
their results with those of published experimental data. The main 
underlying mechanism of laser forming was shown via simulations. BM 
was used to bend thin sheets of 0.5 and 0.9 mm, while UM was used to 
bend thick plates measuring 1.5 and 2.0 mm. Hsieh and Lin [39] solved 
the uncoupled thermal–mechanical problem in laser tube bending by 
employing a three-dimensional finite element method. Moreover, to 
analyze the thermal and mechanical behaviors in the laser bending of 
thin metal tubes via numerical simulation, several assumptions must be 
implemented, such as:

1. The material thermal properties are isotropic.

2. The distribution of laser intensity is in the Gaussian mode.

3. The heat losses due to free convection and thermal radiation 
are accounted for.

4. The heating phenomena due to phase changes are neglected.

5. The heat due to strain energy is neglected.

6. The Bauschinger’s effect is neglected (which mean the material 
property where the material’s stress/strain characteristics 
change as a result of microscopic). 

7. The material is incompressible when plastically deformed.

8. The material is elastic-perfectly plastic.Figure 3: Simplified model for laser tube bending.
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Furthermore, Li and Yao [49] developed a finite element model, 
which was experimentally validated. They examined the processing 
mechanism to understand the deformation characteristics such as 
the slightly protruded shape at the intrados, cross-section ovilization 
bending radius, wall thickness variation, and asymmetry. The CO2 laser 
machine was used to irradiate low carbon steel AISI 1010, emitting 
the maximum power of 1.5 kW. Many of the process parameters were 
changed in this study to cover a wide range of variables; hence, the laser 
power was tested from 780 to 1500 W, the angular scanning speed from 
1.5 to 2.63 rad/sec, the laser beam diameter between 11-15 mm and the 
maximum scanning angle from 180 to 322 (deg).

Parameters Affecting Laser Tube Bending
Recent studies have focused on laser tube bending that can be 

affected by several parameters such as material, geometric and laser 
parameters [50]; they are either individually influential or mutually 
influential in the process direction. 

Material parameters’ effect

 The material parameters can be classified into thermal parameters 
(such as thermal expansion coefficient, specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, etc.), physical parameters (such as density, absorption 
coefficient, etc.) and mechanical parameters (such as the yield stress, 
Young’s modulus, etc.). The parameters are temperature dependent 
and have an obvious effect on the laser forming process. Hence, it 
is necessary to understand the effects of these parameters on laser 
bending angles and specify the optimal process parameters [35]. It can 
be concluded that the experimental and analytical approaches can help 
estimate the laser bending angle. Based on the previous discussion, the 
effect of material properties can be as follows: 

•	 The thermal expansion coefficient is closely proportional to the 
bending angle. 

•	 The increase of heat conductivity leads to the decrease of the 
bending angle. 

•	 A larger bending angle can be obtained for the material with 
lower density and specific heat [51].

Geometry parameters’ effect

Laser tube bending is distinguished by the complexity of its 
forming process due to geometrical conditions. Thus, the thickness 
and diameter of the tube guides the trend of the forming process and 
subsequently suggests an effective mechanism. Hence, the tube is 
irradiated by the buckling mechanism BM since the upper tube portion 
is thin and is regarded as a thin sheet. After the laser cut-off and cooling 
stage begins, the upper portion suffers shrinkage and shortening, which 
forces the lower portion of the tube to follow the difference in stress and 

bend the laser forward. Moreover, the tube diameter affects the speed 
of the laser process and the amount of energy penetrating the metal 
due to the change of interaction area. Hao proposed a formula for the 
bending angle based on plastic deformation, which was experimentally 
validated [52]. It can be seen that the bending angle is the result of tube 
dimension, material properties, laser scanning speed and laser power. 
Wang and others utilized a strategy involves a method for calculating 
the geometric curvature of the curved tubes and investigate both plane 
bending and three-dimension bending as well as the results verified 
experimentally [53].

Laser parameters’ effect

Laser parameters are the most important factors in the laser 
tube bending process due to being flexible, while its properties are 
controllable. The literature had pointed out that the effect of the laser 
power is linearly proportional to the value of the angle produced, while 
the scanning speed is inversely proportional. To be more specific, 
one must analyze the laser beam and scanning characteristics. Thus, 
the laser beam geometry can be modified to vary the temperature 
distribution without changing the input power or the scanning speed. 
The longest beam dimensions in the scanning direction realize higher 
temperatures, although the fact is that the power intensity and beam 
effective area are similar for all beams. This is accomplished by the 
longer beam-material interaction for a beam with longer dimension in 
the scanning direction. It is also important to note that the narrower 
the beam’s transverse width, the higher the cooling rate after the beam 
leaves the location point as shown in Figure 4 [25].

The general analytical expressions for laser tube bending are mostly 
considered the circumferential scanning schemes [39,40,43,46,49,52], 
assuming a two-dimensional temperature distribution and 
temperature independent material properties. The technique of axial 
scanning was illustrated in Figure 5 where the laser beam defocused 
on the upper surface of the tube and the CNC table was moved [54]. 
In addition, Zhang et al. [55] proposed a numerical simulation for 
tube bending with four lasers scanning schemes involving point-
source circumferential scanning, pulsed line-source axial procession, 
and line-source axial scanning; with and without water cooling. It is 
clear that scanning schemes are significantly influential vis-à-vis laser 
tubes bending. Comparing the axial scanning scheme results in greater 
angular deformation when compared to the circumferential scanning 
scheme, the bending angle produced is greater, which would decrease 
the number of scans required [54].

The scanning path is a crucial factor in laser tube bending for 
obtaining 3D shapes and 2D curvature shapes. Wang et al. [53] 
created model calculations and experimentally verified the bending of 
straight tubes into a 2D sinusoidal and a 3D helical/coil-shaped tube. 
It was shown that the model’s calculations were in excellent agreement 

Figure 4: Beam geometries with similar effective areas.
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with the experimental data. The results provide a theoretical and 
technological basis, with a wide application for the laser bending of 
steel tubes. Moreover, the laser beam diameter is another significant 
factor in laser tube bending. Lawrence et al. [11] pointed out that 
the laser beam diameter is one of the parameters that must be taken 
into account in the process design to avoid the melting temperature 
of the material surface and its effect on the selected laser processing 
mechanism (Figure 6). 

Size and edge effects

Numerous researchers had studied the size and edge effects on 
the sheet material. This can be reflected on tube edge effects such as 
diameter, thickness, and length of the specimen. The size effect is 
important for quality control of products produced by laser forming. 
Cheng et al. [56] investigated the size effect on the laser forming of low-
carbon steel sheet to better comprehend the deformation characteristics 
and provide a useful tool to predict the bending deformation. The 
result was that the bending angle decreases when the sheet width 
increases, while the sheet length remains constant. And the bending 
angle increases when the sheet length increases, while the sheet width 
remains constant. Kyrsanidi et al. [57] calculated the distortion angle 
with clear dependency on the width to some extent; it then becomes 
width independent when the width exceeds 400 mm. Therefore, a new 
mathematical model was duly developed. Jha et al. [58] studied the 
edge effect on the laser bending of AISI 304 stainless steel using the CO2 
laser with maximum power of 10 kW. The study demonstrated that the 
edge effect totally depends on process parameters, such as the average 
laser power and scanning speed. It was discovered that laser bending 

can sometimes render a multi-curvature on a single laser scan path and 
laser scanning speed. 

Cooling effect

The difference in temperatures and their distribution on the 
specimen surface or thickness leads to an understanding of stress flow 
and strain deformation. Hence, cooling in either the single or multi-
scanning laser forming can increase the temperature difference and 
decrease the process time in multi-scan formation. Cheng and Yao 
[59] experimentally and numerically examined the effect of cooling on 
single-scan and multi-scan laser forming processes. The cooling effects 
under various conditions (such as different laser powers, scanning 
speed, nozzle offset and cooling air pressure) were duly investigated. 
The cooling effects were examined on the changing microstructure and 
other mechanical properties. The focus was to investigate the cooling 
effect on the deformation mechanism, including the competing effects 
on temperature and flow stress. The investigation illustrated that 
forced cooling with multi-scan laser forming reduces process time and 
prevents unwanted effects on microstructural changes and mechanical 
properties. 

Others Factors
Large tubes bending

The mechanical method is used to bend tubes with a thin wall but 
is incapable of bending tubes with diameters larger than 50 mm due 
to difficulties in producing templates, as well as, the associated high 
costs. Hence, the extrados portion stretches while the intrados portion 

Figure 5: The axial scanning scheme.

(b)

Figure 6: External force assisting laser forming: (a) Laser tube bending and (b) Laser sheet forming.
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suffers from wrinkling rather than the distortion of the cross section 
[2]. Zhang et al. [60] suggested the laser light for bending large tube 
diameters that are 6 inches with a thin wall (referred to as the wall 
factor ˃80), which can be defined as the ratio between outer diameter 
OD and wall thickness. The challenges were solved using plugs to avoid 
ovalisation, active cooling to increase the process speed, surface coating 
to enhance the absorptivity and a rectangular laser beam to produce 
a uniform thermal profile. Tube diameters over 300 mm were bent 5 
degrees after 200 scans for 20 minutes at 200 mm in length. 

Preload and laser assistance 

The laser assisted forming techniques, such as deep drawing or 
hydroforming of the preload force, help laser tube bending to increase 
bulging. Hsieh and Lin [61] simulated and compared the transient state 
of a thin metal tube under buckling with axial preloads due to a laser 
beam with measurements such as the surface temperature and axial 
force taken during the experiment. The problem was assumed to be 
a 3D uncoupled thermo-elasto plastic. The study showed that using a 
varying preload from 100-400 N can increase the bending angle for the 
same laser power and scanning speed. Moreover, during the forming 
processes, the deformation rates increased and quite easily caused 
cracks and collapse; especially for brittle materials such as titanium 
or magnesium, which makes forming difficult [62]. Hence, the laser 
is used to heat the localized area that is to be formed to change the 
material specifications and assist deep drawing or bending. Roohi et 
al. [63] accompanied the laser beam with an external mechanical force 
to gain a 90-degree bending angle from bending a plate of the Al-5005 
alloy by assisting this external force to the laser forming process. 

Conclusion
This review clarified the mechanisms employed in laser forming 

in general, and laser tube bending in particular. Methods of the 
investigation were reviewed, and analytical models controlling the 
process were then described. The principle of laser tube bending was 
explained, and the effects of different parameters (such as material, 
geometry, laser, edge and cooling effects) were then discussed. 
Furthermore, large tube bending and preload, or laser assistance, were 
presented as well. The summary of conclusions is as the following:

1. The TGM is used to bend thick sheets with small laser beam 
diameter.

2. The BM is used to bend the thin sheets and tubes with large 
laser beam diameter comparison to the thickness.

3. The bending angle is relatively small, and multi-scans should 
be applied to obtain the desired angle.

4. Laser parameters such as laser power, laser scanning speed as 
well as laser beam diameter are significantly affecting the laser 
tube bending process. 

5. Laser tube bending can bend large tube diameter more than 
300 mm. 

6. Preload is used to bend both plates and tubes; the bending 
angle achieved was 90 degrees.

7. Please be informed that the authors declare they have no 
conflict of interest. 
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